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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric reanalyses are commonly used to force numerical ocean models, but despite large discrep-

ancies reported between different products, the impact of reanalysis uncertainty on the simulated ocean state

is rarely assessed. In this study, the impact of uncertainty in surface fluxes of buoyancy and momentum on the

modeled Atlantic meridional overturning at 258N is quantified for the period January 1994–December 2011.

By using an ocean-only climate model and its adjoint, the space and time origins of overturning uncertainty

resulting from air–sea flux uncertainty are fully explored. Uncertainty in overturning induced by prior air–sea

flux uncertainty can exceed 4 Sv (where 1 Sv[ 106m3 s21) within 15 yr, at times exceeding the amplitude of the

ensemble-mean overturning anomaly. A key result is that, on average, uncertainty in the overturning at 258N is

dominated by uncertainty in the zonal wind at lags of up to 6.5 yr and by uncertainty in surface heat fluxes

thereafter, with winter heat flux uncertainty over the Labrador Sea appearing to play a critically important role.

1. Introduction

Ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) are an

important tool in climate research. Although fully cou-

pled Earth system models—with interacting physical,

biogeochemical, and ecosystem components—are now

commonly used for twenty-first-century prediction

studies, OGCMs remain extremely valuable for ex-

ploring the ocean’s role in shaping Earth’s climate. This

value lies in both the reduced computational cost and

reduced complexity of ocean-only model configurations.

Both of these factors facilitate thorough mechanistic

investigations of processes controlling the mean state

and variability of the global ocean circulation.

Omission of an interactive atmosphere in OGCMs

demands specification of the air–sea fluxes of buoyancy

and momentum at the surface boundary. These fluxes

can be obtained directly from atmospheric reanalyses or

computed in the OGCM via bulk formula (e.g., Large

and Pond 1981; Large and Yeager 2004), with the latter
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requiring reanalyzed estimates of near-surface atmo-

spheric fields. Several operational centers now produce

multidecadal reanalyzed atmospheric datasets, including

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts (Uppala et al. 2005; Dee et al. 2011), the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (Kalnay et al.

1996; Kanamitsu et al. 2002), and the Japan Meteoro-

logical Agency (Ebita et al. 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2015).

In this paper, we assess how uncertainty in the rean-

alyzed air–sea flux estimates provided by different

agencies impacts the circulation in an OGCM.We focus

on the impacts on variability in the monthly mean At-

lantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) at

258N (hereafter referred to asAMOC25N). Our choice of

metric is motivated by a vast body of work linking

AMOC variations to low-frequency changes in North

Atlantic surface temperatures (e.g., Delworth andMann

2000; Knight et al. 2005; Zhang and Delworth 2005;

Klöwer et al. 2014), with far-reaching impacts on re-

gional and global climate (see review by Buckley and

Marshall 2016, and references therein). Importantly,

there is growing support for the potential predictability

of the North Atlantic climate on decadal time scales

(e.g., Robson et al. 2012a,b; Yeager et al. 2015; Årthun

et al. 2017), arising from the long memory and meridi-

onal connectivity of theAMOC. Latitudes near 258Nare

of particular interest as there have been significant past

and ongoing efforts to monitor the basinwide circulation

here (Cunningham et al. 2007; McCarthy et al. 2015).

Furthermore, previous studies support that much of the

variability observed in AMOC25N is due to external

forcing (Roberts et al. 2013; Pillar et al. 2016) as opposed

to internal variability, suggesting air–sea flux un-

certainty may also play an important role in driving

modeled AMOC25N uncertainty.

The impact of air–sea flux uncertainty on the modeled

ocean state can be explored by forcing an OGCM with

an ensemble of atmospheric reanalyses and measuring

the divergence in modeled transport (existing studies

will be reviewed in the next section). Here, we take a

different approach by projecting an ensemble of re-

analyzed air–sea fluxes onto time-evolving maps of the

linearized sensitivity of AMOC25N to air–sea exchange

of buoyancy and momentum (Czeschel et al. 2010;

Heimbach et al. 2011; Pillar et al. 2016). These sensi-

tivity maps are computed using an OGCM and its ad-

joint. By using the adjoint we can unambiguously

quantify separate contributions from the uncertainty

in surface fluxes of freshwater, heat, zonal momentum,

and meridional momentum to the total uncertainty in

the modeled AMOC25N. Furthermore, we can identify

the exact time and space origins of the air–sea flux

uncertainty dominating uncertainty in the modeled

AMOC25N. This allows us to examine how AMOC25N

uncertainty evolves with time and explore whether there

is a difference between where and when the reanalysis

air–sea flux uncertainty is largest and where and when

this uncertainty has the largest impact on the modeled

AMOC25N.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we

present a background discussion of the atmospheric re-

analysis procedure. In section 3 we describe the deri-

vation of AMOC25N adjoint-based sensitivities and the

selection of the atmospheric reanalysis ensemble. In

section 4 we identify when and where reanalysis un-

certainty has the largest impact on AMOC25N. We

identify critical reductions in air–sea flux uncertainty for

improved modeling of AMOC25N in section 5. Our dis-

cussion and conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Background

Global atmospheric reanalyses are produced by

reprocessing millions of archived atmospheric observa-

tions using a state-of-the-art weather forecasting system.

This reprocessing involves deriving the best estimate of

the atmospheric state over sequential short (typically

1 day) analysis cycles nested within the full (typically

multidecadal) reanalysis period. For each analysis

cycle, a prior estimate of the atmospheric state is first

provided from a model forecast initialized at the end of

the previous cycle. Themisfit between the prior estimate

and the observations, which are irregularly distributed in

space and time, is then computed and used to inform

adjustments to the model state and/or parameters for

minimization of this misfit. The forecast is then rerun to

provide a corrected estimate of the atmospheric state.

Repeating this procedure for consecutive analysis cycles

yields continuous multidecadal gridded records of both

directly observed and derived variables. They are easy

to handle and frequently updated, and have been used

extensively to investigate atmospheric variability and

force OGCMs.

It is critical to note that sequential assimilation pro-

cedures [see Stammer et al. (2016) for a review of dif-

ferent methodologies] reduce model–observation misfit

by applying time-varying corrections to elements of

the model. These corrections can violate conservation

principles, complicating the use of reanalyses in climate

research (Wunsch and Heimbach 2013a; Stammer et al.

2016). For example, large imbalances of surface heat

and freshwater present in reanalyses (Wunsch and

Heimbach 2013a) are not supported by observed

changes in ocean storage (Levitus et al. 2012). Further-

more, continual expansion of the observational network

(Dee 2005; Bengtsson et al. 2007; Thorne andVose 2010;
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Dessler and Davis 2010) and changes in instrumentation

during the reanalysis period (Thompson et al. 2008;

Simmons et al. 2010) diminish the model and observa-

tional biases, which manifests as a spurious low-

frequency trend in the reanalysis (Bengtsson et al.

2004a,b; Santer et al. 2004). This is associated most no-

tably with the advent of meteorological satellites, when

many reanalyzed variables exhibit a step change inmean

value (e.g., Pawson and Fiorino 1999; Santer et al. 1999;

Wunsch and Heimbach 2013a). Recognizing this issue,

reanalyses spanning the twentieth century assimilate

only surface pressure reports [e.g., NOAA–CIRES

Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR); Compo et al.

2011], which have been regularly produced since the late

1800s. Despite progress in the direction of ‘‘bias aware’’

assimilation to detect and correct reanalysis bias arising

from deficiencies in the atmospheric model, observa-

tional operators, and error covariance assumptions (Dee

2005), systematic errors remain challenging to remove.

As highlighted by Wunsch and Heimbach (2013a), all

reanalysis products are a synthesis of uncertain ob-

servations and imperfect models, yet many are used

without acknowledgment of the entailed error. Error es-

timates can be obtained by comparing reanalysis

products to independent, unassimilated observations

or intercomparing an ensemble of reanalyses. Direct

comparison with unassimilated observations yields the

most accurate estimates of the absolute error, but is

typically limited in space and time. Intercomparison

between reanalyses is useful for probing the full space

and time structure of differences between products,

but masks shared biases. A combined approach (e.g.,

Chaudhuri et al. 2013; Brunke et al. 2011), using mul-

tiple reanalysis products, yields the most comprehen-

sive assessment of reanalysis uncertainty. These studies

have highlighted particularly severe errors in all rean-

alyzed wind stress and precipitation fields, due to un-

certainties in computing the stress from the observed

speed and poor model representation of the cloud

physics, respectively. The different geographical dis-

tributions of time-mean and time-varying air–sea flux

biases have also been noted (Chaudhuri et al. 2013),

but the impact of the identified biases on the modeled

ocean state remains to be fully explored.

Chaudhuri et al. (2016) compare 10-yr-long in-

tegrations of a coarse-resolution global configuration of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general cir-

culation model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997a,b)

forced by four different reanalysis products. By com-

paring the ensemble spread with observed model–data

misfits, they estimate the fraction of model error that

may be attributable to forcing uncertainty. The authors

find that model biases in tropical SST and sea level may

be largely explained by uncertainties in the reanalysis

forcing. Forcing uncertainty is also shown to have a

notable impact on the modeled Southern Ocean circula-

tion, generating uncertainties of ;5 and ;1.5Sv (where

1Sv [ 106m3 s21) in the barotropic streamfunction close

to Antarctica and in the meridional overturning stream-

function, respectively. Although the authors map the

model error fraction explained by forcing uncertainty for

many variables, it is important to note that the relevant

forcing uncertainty may be nonlocal.

Assessments of the relative importance of uncertainty

in air–sea fluxes of buoyancy and momentum have been

presented by Brodeau et al. (2010) and He et al. (2016),

both comparing two flux products. Brodeau et al. (2010)

examined 47-yr-long integrations of a coarse-resolution

global configuration of the NEMO OGCM forced by

two different reanalysis-based surface datasets; COREv1

(Large and Yeager 2004) and Drakkar Forcing Set 3

(DFS3; Brodeau et al. 2010). The authors show that the

AMOC is 2Sv stronger in the DFS3-forced integration,

relative to theCOREv1-forced integration. Experiments

with mixed COREv1–DFS3 forcings indicate that this

strengthening is due to enhanced air–sea buoyancy fluxes

over the Nordic Seas and the northern North Atlantic

in DFS3. A similar investigation by He et al. (2016) ex-

amined the difference in the AMOC forced by COREv2

(Large and Yeager 2009) and 20CR (Compo et al. 2011)

air–sea fluxes. They identify wind forcing uncertainty to

be critical in causing AMOC uncertainties as large as

3Sv. A small set of additional experiments with mixed

COREv2-20CR forcings highlights the dominance of

uncertainty in winds over the North Atlantic and Arctic.

However, with this forward modeling approach, it is

difficult to unambiguously determine exactly when in

time and where in space uncertainties in each forcing

field have the largest impact on the modeled AMOC. A

key aim of this paper is to identify the time and space

origins of the surface buoyancy and momentum flux

uncertainties dominating uncertainty in the externally

forced AMOC25N. We now describe how we designed

our experiment to achieve this aim.

3. Experiment design

This study is an extension of our recent investigation

into the attribution of observed AMOC25N variability to

past surface forcing (Pillar et al. 2016). In that earlier

study, we provided quantitative estimates of wind and

buoyancy-driven AMOC25N variations over the last

15 yr by projecting air–sea fluxes from the NCEP–DOE

AMIP-II reanalysis (hereafter referred to as NCEPII;

Kanamitsu et al. 2002) onto model-based dynami-

cal patternsofAMOC25N sensitivity to surfacewind, thermal,
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and freshwater forcing. Here, we repeat the projection for

four additional atmospheric reanalysis products to estimate

the error inmodeledAMOC25N arising from uncertainty in

the surface forcing. The model configuration and sensi-

tivity calculation are identical to those described in Pillar

et al. (2016) and are briefly reviewed below before the

reanalysis ensemble is discussed.

a. Model configuration

We use a 18 3 18 ocean-only configuration of the

MITgcm, with realistic bathymetry, truncated below the

poles at 788S and 748N. In the vertical there are 33 levels

with thickness increasing from 10m at the surface to

250m in the abyss. The ocean model is driven by pro-

vision of a 12-month repeating cycle of climatological

mean air–sea heat (Q), freshwater (E2P), and mo-

mentum ([tx, ty]) fluxes from NCEPII and runoff (R)

from the OceanModel Intercomparison Project (OMIP)

forcing dataset. The latter includes modifications from

Dai and Trenberth (2002). The NCEPII climatology is

computed using reanalyzed fluxes from January 1979 to

June 2015. The runoff climatology is computed from the

single year of daily values provided by OMIP. A closure

correction is applied to both the heat and freshwater

fluxes to ensure no net input over the annual cycle.

Initial temperature and salinity values are horizontally

averaged climatologies from the World Ocean Atlas

(Locarnini et al. 2010; Antonov et al. 2010). To prevent

significant drift of sea surface temperature and salinity,

we relax to observed climatology with damping time

scales of 2 and 6 months, respectively. Restoration of

the full-depth temperature and salinity fields toward

observed climatology is also imposed at the open northern

boundary. Advection and diffusion of tracers along iso-

pycnals by unresolved geostrophic eddies are parame-

terized using the Gent and McWilliams (1990) and Redi

(1982) schemes, respectively. Subgrid-scale vertical mix-

ing is parameterized using theK-profile parameterization

(KPP) scheme (Large et al. 1994). A more detailed de-

scription of themodel configuration, including a list of key

model parameters, is given in Pillar (2013).

Following integration over 1300 model years no

significant trends are discernible in the tracer and mo-

mentum fields and equilibrium is assumed. The steady-

state AMOC25N has an annual mean of ;21 Sv and a

seasonal cycle of 4 Sv in peak-to-peak amplitude. De-

cadal variability in AMOC25N is also visible but is weak

relative to the seasonal cycle.

b. AMOC25N sensitivity estimation

Time-evolving maps of AMOC25N linear sensitivity to

surface wind, and thermal and freshwater fluxes, are com-

puted using the adjoint of the MITgcm (e.g., Marotzke and

Scott 1999; Heimbach et al. 2005) and presented in our

earlier study (Pillar et al. 2016). This is achieved by in-

tegrating the equilibrated model described above for a

further 20 yr, during which the linear sensitivities are

computed at every grid point and time step via algorithmic

differentiation using the commercial tool Transforma-

tion of Algorithms in Fortran (TAF; http://www.fastopt.

com/; Giering and Kaminski 1998). Because of seasonal

variability in the equilibrated model, 12 adjoint experi-

ments are required to fully probe the sensitivity of

AMOC25N. Each experiment is identical except that the

sensitivity calculation is performed for the January-mean

AMOC25N through to the December-mean AMOC25N

[cmonth
5cjan, cfeb, . . . , cdec in Eq. (3)]. To avoid repe-

tition, the reader is referred to Pillar et al. (2016) for

presentation of the time-evolving sensitivity distribu-

tions and discussion of the associated oceanic adjustment

mechanisms. To briefly summarize the results of our

earlier study, we note that AMOC25N possesses a short

memory to fluctuations in surface wind forcing. Sensi-

tivity maps reveal that AMOC25N mainly responds to

fluctuations in the wind across 258N and in the local

upstream coastal waveguides, due to adjustments on

monthly time scales. In contrast, AMOC25N possesses

significant multidecadal memory of fluctuations in sur-

face buoyancy forcing. Sensitivity maps reveal long

baroclinic pathways linking AMOC25N to surface heat

and buoyancy fluxes over the North Atlantic subpolar

gyre. These results support the findings of earlier in-

dependent sensitivity studies (Czeschel et al. 2010;

Heimbach et al. 2011). As first noted by Czeschel et al.

(2010), modeled AMOC25N sensitivity to high-latitude

buoyancy fluxes oscillates on decadal time scales. This is

consistent with the existence of oscillatory modes of

decadal variability in many independent OGCMs (e.g.,

Frankcombe et al. 2010), although the extent to which

these modes depend on surface restoring is unclear. Our

results are also consistent with published studies in-

dicating that variability in the subtropical AMOC is

dominated by wind forcing on subannual time scales

(e.g., Biastoch et al. 2008; Zhao and Johns 2014; Polo

et al. 2014) and by thermal forcing on time scales of a

decade and longer (e.g., Delworth andMann 2000; Eden

and Willebrand 2001; Yeager and Danabasoglu 2014).

Linearization of the AMOC25N sensitivity calculation

restricts our consideration to small-amplitude pertur-

bations in the surface fluxes, acting over a finite time

period. At the model resolution used in this study, the

adjoint has been found to reliably approximate the full

(nonlinear) response of the large-scale circulation to

typical variations in the surface forcing for ;15 yr

(Czeschel et al. 2010; Heimbach et al. 2011; Zanna et al.

2012). This is easily sufficient for understanding the
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observed annual cycle in the Florida Straits component

of the AMOC, which is dominated by wind-driven bar-

otropic adjustments on time scales of 1 month (Czeschel

et al. 2012). However, it is too short to fully explore

observed lower-frequency variations in the basinwide

meridional volume transport, which is influenced by

buoyancy-driven baroclinic adjustment on multidecadal

time scales (see review by Buckley and Marshall 2016,

and references therein). In section 4 of this paper, we

construct time series of externally forced AMOC25N

variations using the maximum (15 yr) response history

available using the adjoint. Although these time series

are unequilibrated, we can provide a meaningful as-

sessment of the AMOC25N uncertainty generated by

forcing uncertainty applied on a 15-yr time scale, which

we show to be significant. We will return to discuss

this later.

c. Reanalysis ensemble

Monthly mean air–sea fluxes of heat, freshwater,

zonal momentum, and meridional momentum are se-

lected from five widely used atmospheric reanalysis

products: the ERA-Interim reanalysis (ERA-INT),

NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis-I (NCEPI), NCEPII, the

Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA55), and the 20CR.

Temporal coverage, spatial resolution, and key refer-

ences for these products are given in Table 1. All five

products provide air–sea flux estimates for the common

period January 1979–December 2011.

d. AMOC25N response calculation

Air–sea fluxes from each of the five selected products,

Fi, are first interpolated onto theMITgcm 18 3 18model

grid. Monthly flux anomalies, DFi, about the climato-

logical seasonal cycle, Fsc
i , are then computed as

DF
i
5F

i
2F sc

i , (1)

where for each product i, of length n months, DFi is an

n-month time series at each grid point. At each grid

point Fsc
i is an n-month time series, repeating itself every

12 months. The flux anomalies computed in Eq. (1) are

projected onto the model-based patterns of AMOC25N

linear sensitivity to the corresponding flux, ›cmonth/›F.

Integrating across the globe, accumulating over forc-

ing lead time Tlead, and convolving the reconstructions

for all 12 months (Pillar 2013) yields time series of

monthly wind-driven and buoyancy-driven AMOC25N

variations, Dci:

Dc
i
(t)5 �

15 years

Tlead51month

ðð
›c

›F
DF

i
dx dy . (2)

Note that Dci (t) is a time series of perturbations of the

monthly mean transport about the seasonal cycle in the

steady-state model integration (section 3a). We derive

five time series for comparison; one for each reanalysis

product (i5 1: 5). In Eq. (2) we sum over the full 15-yr

response history that is reliably approximated by the

adjoint. Estimates of AMOC25N variability accounting

for this 15-yr response history can be made for the pe-

riod January 1994–December 2011 for all five reanalysis

products.

The real power of adjoint-based attribution lies in the

fact that the full space and time structure of AMOC25N

adjustment is contained within the linearized sensitiv-

ities, ›cmonth/›F (x, y, Tlead). These sensitivities give the

AMOC25N anomaly, in any givenmonth of the year, that

would result from a unit anomaly in air–sea flux F, oc-

curring at location (x, y) and lead time-interval Tlead

[see Pillar et al. (2016) for maps and worked examples].

By examining the unintegrated projection,

Dcmonth
i (x, y, t,T

lead
,F)

5
›cmonth

›F
(x, y,T

lead
)DF

i
(x, y, t2T

lead
), (3)

we determine the space–time origins of AMOC25N anom-

alies (and AMOC25N uncertainty). Here, Dcmonth
i is the

AMOC25N anomaly at time t, forced by anomalies in

air–sea flux F. These flux anomalies, DFi (x, y, t2Tlead),

occur at location (x, y) at the earlier time t2Tlead and are

TABLE 1. Overview of the air–sea flux products compared in this study. For all products, we use monthly values of air–sea flux.

Approximate resolution in degrees is given for spectral models.

Product Short name Time period Grid resolution Reference

NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis I NCEPI Jan 1948–Jan 2015 28 3 28 3 28 levels Kalnay et al. (1996)

NCEP–DOE AMIP-II reanalysis NCEPII Jan 1979–Jul 2015 28 3 28 3 28 levels Kanamitsu et al. (2002)

ERA-Interim reanalysis ERA-INT Jan 1979–Mar 2015 0.758 3 0.758 3 60 levels Dee et al. (2011)

Japanese 55-year Reanalysis JRA55 Jan 1958–Dec 2012 0.68 3 0.68 3 60 levels Kobayashi et al. (2015)

NOAA–CIRES Twentieth Century

Reanalysis

20CR Jan 1851–Dec 2011 28 3 28 3 28 levels Compo et al. (2011)
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derived from reanalysis product i. Note that we assume

the sensitivities are date invariant, so that they depend

on the lead interval, Tlead, of the forcing but not the

time, t, at which the AMOC25N anomaly occurs. Al-

though AMOC25N adjustment mechanisms do depend

on the background climate state, we consider that

background changes are small on the time scales con-

sidered below. This assumption is supported by the

presence of only weak low-frequency AMOC25N vari-

ability in our model.

4. Results

We now compute the impact of air–sea flux un-

certainty on AMOC25N variations about the modeled

seasonal cycle. We start by presenting the net impact

of forcing uncertainty, applied over a 15-yr time scale,

on the AMOC25N anomaly time series computed using

Eq. (2). We then use the full space–time adjustment

history provided by the adjoint to explore where, and

at what lead time, the air–sea flux uncertainty drives

the largest uncertainty in AMOC25N fluctuations about

the seasonal cycle [Eq. (3)]. Throughout the paper,

AMOC25N uncertainty is defined as the range in the

AMOC25N anomaly estimates across the five-member

ensemble.

a. Impact of reanalysis uncertainty on AMOC25N

Time series of monthly variability in AMOC25N from

1960 to 2017 due to interannual anomalies in zonal wind

stress, meridional wind stress, surface heat fluxes, and

surface freshwater fluxes [Eq. (2)] are shown in Fig. 1

for all five members of the reanalysis ensemble. For

all reanalysis members, wind forcing dominates the

high-frequency variations in AMOC25N, with good agree-

ment across the ensemble in the occurrence of high-

amplitude excursions exceeding 5Sv, driven by zonal

wind forcing (Fig. 1a). Events analogous to the extreme

winter minima observed in 2009/10 and 2013 across the

RAPID array (e.g., McCarthy et al. 2012; Smeed et al.

2014) occur approximately once per decade (Fig. 1e).

Decomposing the zonal-wind-driven AMOC25N vari-

ability (Fig. 1a) into instantaneous Ekman and residual

(total–Ekman) components [as shown for the NCEPII-

based estimate in Pillar et al. (2016)] reveals that these

extreme events are primarily anomalous Ekman trans-

ports [in agreement with Blaker et al. (2015)]. These

‘‘extremes’’ are captured in all five reanalysis products

and occur at a rate consistent with our expectations for a

Gaussian process (Wunsch and Heimbach 2013b).

For all reanalysis members, buoyancy forcing domi-

nates the decadal variability of AMOC25N, consistent

with previous reanalysis-forced OGCM studies by

Biastoch et al. (2008) and Yeager and Danabasoglu

(2014). Across the ensemble, there is agreement in the

steady weakening of AMOC25N between 1995 and 2003

and subsequent recovery toward 2009 (Fig. 1e), domi-

nated by surface heat fluxes (Fig. 1c). Interestingly, at

the time of reversal of this multiannual trend, a more

regular seasonal cycle is visible in the heat-driven

AMOC25N. This cycle has a peak-to-peak amplitude of

approximately 1 Sv and persists between 2003 and 2006

for all reanalysis products (Fig. 1c). Agreement in the

timing of low-frequency variations in AMOC25N driven

by surface freshwater fluxes can also be seen across the

ensemble, except for the periods 1977–82 and 2008–12

for the 20CR reconstruction (Fig. 1d).

Although there is some coherence in the timing of

low-frequency trends in AMOC25N driven by surface

buoyancy fluxes, there is notable uncertainty in the

amplitude of the buoyancy-driven AMOC25N anomaly

across the reanalysis ensemble (Figs. 1c,d). For exam-

ple, for the decade 1969–79, AMOC25N anomalies pro-

duced by 20CR surface heat fluxes are negative, while

those produced by NCEPI surface heat fluxes are pos-

itive. For the period 2003–15, AMOC25N anomalies

produced by NCEPI and NCEPII surface freshwater

fluxes are negative, while those produced by ERA-INT

are positive.

The time-average (for the period 1994–2011) ensemble

ranges in AMOC25N forced by zonal and meridional wind

stress uncertainties are 0.7 and 0.4Sv, respectively

(Figs. 1a,b). Interestingly, the time-averaged AMOC25N

range due to the total zonal wind forcing is smaller than the

1.1-Sv uncertainty associated with the Ekman component

alone (not shown). Uncertainty in surface heat and fresh-

water fluxes across the ensemble produce time-averaged

ranges of 1.8 and 0.8Sv in AMOC25N, respectively

(Figs. 1c,d). The ensemble range in the total AMOC25N is

consistently less than the range of the individual buoyancy

and momentum-driven components combined. The time-

averaged ensemble range in the total AMOC25N is 2.1Sv.

In any given month, it can be as large as 5.6Sv, dominated

by surface heat flux uncertainty (Fig. 1e).

As discussed in section 3b, the computed buoyancy-

driven AMOC25N is unequilibrated, meaning that the

time series shown in Fig. 1e do not provide reliable

estimates of variability in the basinwide meridional

volume transport that would have been observed across

258N at the date shown along the x axis (Pillar et al.

2016). Notably, in our unconvergedAMOC25N estimate,

we simulate a gradual strengthening of AMOC25N

through the second half of the 1980s, inconsistent with

the sustained strengthening from 1980 through to the

mid-1990s simulated in numerousmodeling studies (e.g.,

Eden and Willebrand 2001; Bentsen et al. 2004; Böning
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2006; Robson et al. 2012a; Yeager et al. 2015), including

the COREv2-forced hindcast ensemble (Danabasoglu

et al. 2016). We also estimate a sustained strengthening

of AMOC25N throughmost of the decade 2000–10, when

observations and ocean reanalyses support a weaken-

ing trend from 2005 (Jackson et al. 2016) and ocean

state estimates suggest a statistically steady state per-

sisting throughout the 1990s and 2000s (Wunsch and

Heimbach 2013b).

Although we cannot estimate the equilibrated re-

sponse of AMOC25N to uncertain air–sea fluxes, we can

examine the first 15 yr of AMOC25N adjustment. This

time scale is more relevant for decadal prediction ef-

forts than the multicentennial-to-millennial AMOC

equilibration time scale. Figure 1 illustrates that after

only 15yr the amplitude of the uncertainty in AMOC25N

generated by forcing uncertainty is comparable to the

amplitude of AMOC25N variations, meriting further in-

vestigation. We now seek to determine how this uncer-

tainty evolves.

b. Time origins of reanalysis uncertainty impact

Figure 1 highlights key times at which our ensemble of

AMOC25N variability estimates diverge, but it is not yet

FIG. 1. AMOC25N variability generated by interannual anomalies in (a) zonal wind stress,

(b) meridional wind stress, (c) surface heat flux, (d) surface freshwater flux, and (e) all forcing

[produced by combining (a)–(d)] for the period January 1960–January 2016. These time series

are computed by convolving model-derived patterns of linear sensitivity of AMOC25N to air–

sea fluxes with corresponding forcing anomalies from reanalysis [Eq. (1)], integrating in space

and accumulating in time over a 15-yr response history [Eq. (2)]. Colors indicate the re-

analysis product providing the surface forcing anomalies (see legend and Table 1). An

AMOC25N estimate constructed from a 15-yr response history is available for all five re-

analysis members for the period January 1994–December 2011. Note that the y-axis limits are

not the same for (a)–(e).
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clear exactly when in the response history this di-

vergence is generated. For example, the ;3-Sv ensem-

ble spread occurring in 2002 (Fig. 1e) is due principally

to uncertainty in the thermally driven component

(Fig. 1c). The thermally driven component is integrated

over a 15-yr response history [Eq. (2)], so the ;3-Sv

spread in 2002 is the accumulated response to reanalysis

heat flux uncertainties between 1988 and 2002. We now

seek to determinewhen uncertainty in reanalysis surface

forcing is most potent in driving uncertainty in model-

based estimates of AMOC25N variability.

In Fig. 2 we show how the spatially integrated re-

sponse to each forcing accumulates through time for

each reanalysis product. Panels showing AMOC25N

anomalies driven by NCEPII fluxes (Figs. 2d,j,p,v) are

Hovmöller representations of the time series presented

in Fig. 2 of Pillar et al. (2016). The individual contribu-

tion of each month of forcing to the AMOC25N anomaly

is shown in Fig. 3.

There are many comparable features across the re-

analysis ensemble and the reader is referred to the de-

scription of the NCEPII-based estimate in Pillar et al.

(2016) for a full discussion. In summary, all transport

estimates are characterized by the dominance of fast

barotropic and slow baroclinic adjustments in setting the

wind-driven and buoyancy-driven responses, respectively.

An interesting feature of the response not noted in

Pillar et al. (2016) is the change in sign of the buoyancy-

driven AMOC25N anomaly between consecutive forcing

months and for the same forcing month with an increase

in the AMOC25N lag considered (Figs. 2m–q and 2s–w

and Figs. S2m–q and S2s–w in the online supplemental

material for this paper). While the former is due to sea-

sonality in the surface buoyancy fluxes, the latter is due

to low-frequency changes in both the sign of the high-

latitude buoyancy forcing and the sign of the AMOC25N

sensitivity to high-latitude buoyancy fluxes (Czeschel

et al. 2010). The impact of low-frequency changes in

the sensitivity can be seen in Figs. 3m–q and 3s–w. Most

notably, the ERA-INT, NCEPI-, and NCEPII-based

AMOC25N estimates show that the global surface fresh-

water fluxes in December 2001 drive a strengthening

of AMOC25N from 2005 to mid-2011, but these same

fluxes drive a weakening of the AMOC25N frommid-2011

through to 2016.

Despite many qualitative similarities in the AMOC25N

response to air–sea fluxes across the reanalysis ensemble,

the amplitude of the ensemble spread is comparable to

the amplitude of the ensemblemeanAMOC25N response

and exhibits similar time origins (Figs. 2f,l,r,x and 3f,l,r,x).

The time-mean evolution of AMOC25N spread as a func-

tion of lag from the causal forcing uncertainty is shown

in Fig. 4. In general, the AMOC25N spread increases with

an increase in themaximum length of the response history

considered (Figs. 4a–d), but with a rate dependent on the

air–sea flux. The wind-driven AMOC25N spread is domi-

nated by uncertainty in the recent wind field involved in

the fast barotropic adjustments (Figs. 2f,l and 4a,b). These

winds generate AMOC25N spreads with time means of

approximately 0.5 and 0.4Sv, respectively (Figs. 4a,b),

which for some months are as large as 1.7 and 1.2Sv

(Figs. 3f,l). However, they lose potency rapidly; at lags of

a year or longer, the monthly AMOC25N response to

the same forcing uncertainty is only 0.02Sv on average

(Figs. 4e,f), and never exceeds 0.2Sv in any month

(Figs. 3f,l), for both zonal and meridional wind-driven

spreads. Returning to consider the AMOC25N variability

estimate constructed using the full 15-yr response his-

tory accessible using the adjoint (Fig. 1), we can now de-

duce from Figs. 4a,b that uncertainty in the concurrent

(AMOC25N lag 5 1 month) wind field typically accounts

for 70% of the total wind-induced uncertainty in

AMOC25N at any date.

In contrast, the buoyancy-driven AMOC25N spread

accumulates gradually with lag from the causal forcing

uncertainty (Figs. 2r,x and 4c,d), through slower baro-

clinic adjustments. This is true for both the heat-flux-

driven and freshwater-flux-driven spreads, despite a

notable barotropic adjustment to surface freshwater

uncertainties (Figs. 3x and 4h). On average, heat forcing

uncertainties become most potent at lags of approxi-

mately 7 yr, generating an AMOC25N spread with a time

mean of approximately 0.07 Sv (Fig. 4g), but for some

months it is as large as 0.3 Sv (Fig. 3r). Following the

initial barotropic response, the freshwater-flux-driven

AMOC25N spread achieves a secondary maximum after

approximately 11 yr, generating an AMOC25N spread

with a timemean of approximately 0.02 Sv (Fig. 4h), and

never exceeding 0.07 Sv (Fig. 3x). Returning to consider

theAMOC25N variability estimate constructed using the

full 15-yr response history accessible using the adjoint

(Fig. 1), we can now deduce from Figs. 4c,d that on

average we only account for 70% of the total buoyancy-

induced AMOC25N uncertainty at any date if we con-

sider all uncertainty in the reanalyzed buoyancy field

over the previous 10 yr.

To determine the relative importance of wind and

buoyancy forcing uncertainties, we plot the fractional

contribution of each air–sea flux to the total AMOC25N

uncertainty in Fig. 5. We examine both the cumulative

impact of all prior forcing uncertainty (solid lines) and

the impact of forcing uncertainty in a single month

(dashed lines) onAMOC25N at the lag shown along the x

axis. In general, wind stress uncertainties become less

important with increasing AMOC25N lag, while buoyancy

uncertainties become relatively more important. On
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FIG. 2. Timeorigins ofAMOC25N variability (Sv) drivenby (a)–(e) zonalwind stress, (g)–(k)meridionalwind stress, (m)–(q) surface heat fluxes,

and (s)–(w) surface freshwater fluxes taken from (a),(g),(m),(s) JRA55; (b),(h),(n),(t) ERA-INT; (c),(i),(o),(u) NCEPI; (d),(j),(p),(v) NCEPII;

and (e),(k),(q),(w) 20CR reanalyses. Note that at each date shown along the x axis, AMOC25N is calculated as the accumulated response to all

past forcing up to the date shown along the y axis, following Eq. (2). A maximum forcing lead time of 15 yr is considered; the associated time

series is shown in Fig. 1. NCEPII panels areHovmöller representations of the time series shown in Fig. 2 of Pillar et al. (2016). The 0-Sv contour

is shown in black for the buoyancy-driven AMOC25N [(m)–(q) and (s)–(w)]. The reanalysis ensemble range in the cumulative response (Sv) is

shown in the bottom row for AMOC25N variations driven by reanalyses of the (f) zonal wind, (l) meridional wind, (r) surface heat fluxes, and

(x) surface freshwater fluxes. The reader is referred to Fig. S1 in the online supplementalmaterial for an alternative version of this figure plotted

in AMOC25N date–forcing lead time space, in which details of the response shown here are easier to see.
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but showing the separate contribution of each month of forcing (at the date shown along the y axis) to AMOC25N

(Sv) (at the date shown along the x axis) for each member of the reanalysis ensemble. By integrating along the y axis we would recover

Fig. 2. Here, we show only the AMOC25N forced by air–sea fluxes from the year 2000 onward, allowing characteristics of the AMOC25N

response—shared by the full time series—to be more easily visualized. For example, it can be seen that the largest (a)–(e) and

(g)–(k) wind-driven AMOC25N variability and (f) and (l) wind-driven AMOC25N uncertainties occur at very short lags and do not appear

to show a strong seasonal dependency. In contrast, the largest (m)–(q) heat-flux-driven AMOC25N variability and (r) heat-flux-driven

AMOC25N uncertainties occur at lags exceeding 5 yr and show strong seasonality. The reader is referred to Fig. S2 in the online sup-

plemental material for an alternative version of this figure plotted in AMOC25N date–forcing lead time space, in which details of the

response shown here are easier to see.
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average, wind stress uncertainty is responsible for 94%

of the instantly generated AMOC25N spread; 55%

arises from zonal-wind uncertainty alone. For lags of

up to 6.5 yr, the cumulative AMOC25N response to

prior forcing uncertainty is dominated by uncertainty

in the zonal wind (Fig. 5, solid lines). At longer lags,

surface heat flux uncertainty is dominant. By a lag of

15 yr, surface heat flux uncertainty is responsible for

52% of the cumulative AMOC25N response to prior

forcing uncertainty; uncertainties in the zonal-wind

stress, surface freshwater flux, and meridional-wind

stress are responsible for 18%, 18%, and 12% of the

total AMOC25N spread, respectively.

The unaccumulated uncertainties (Fig. 5, dashed lines)

show similar behavior to the accumulated uncertainties

(Fig. 5, solid lines) described above. However, the heat flux

uncertainties dominate the unaccumulated AMOC25N

spread after a lag of only 3.3yr, due to the rapid loss of

AMOC25N memory to past wind stress perturbations.

c. Seasonality of reanalysis uncertainty impact

An additional feature of the AMOC25N variability

time series that is consistent across the reanalysis en-

semble is the strong seasonality in the AMOC25N re-

sponse to buoyancy forcing (Figs. 3m–q and 3s–w). To

investigate this further, we sort the AMOC25N response

by the month of causal forcing. The absolute AMOC25N

variations driven by air–sea fluxes in each of the

12 months of the year, for each reanalysis product, are

then averaged for all years common to the AMOC25N

ensemble (January 1994–December 2011), and plotted

as a function of forcing lead time in Fig. 6.

FIG. 4. The solid line shows the time-mean evolution of AMOC25N uncertainty as a function of time lag from the causal forcing

uncertainty in (a),(e) zonal wind stress, (b),(f) meridional wind stress, (c),(g) surface heat fluxes, and (d),(h) surface freshwater fluxes. This

evolution is shown for both (a)–(d) the cumulative response to all forcing leading up until the AMOC25N lag shown along the x axis (see

Figs. 2f, l, r, x) and (e)–(h) the response to 1 month of forcing at the exact AMOC25N lag shown along the x axis (see Figs. 3f, l, r, x). The

time mean is computed for the period January 1994–December 2011, when an AMOC25N estimate constructed from a 15-yr response

history can be obtained from all five reanalysis members. The standard deviation is shaded to illustrate that, qualitatively, the evolution of

AMOC25N uncertainty is not date dependent. Note that the y-axis limits are not the same for (a)–(h). The x axis has been stretched in

(e)–(h) to resolve initial barotropic adjustments. Thekey result is that in (e),(f)wind stress uncertainties aremost potent at short lags andhave

very little impact on AMOC25N uncertainty at lags exceeding a year. Therefore, even if we consider a 15-yr forcing history, the (a),(b) total

wind-drivenAMOC25N uncertainty is dominated by uncertainty in recent wind stress. Although (h) freshwater flux uncertainties drive a large

instantaneous AMOC25N response, they have a sustained impact on AMOC25N uncertainty only at lags exceeding 4 years. Similarly

(g) surface heat flux uncertainties have little effect at short lag and are most potent at a lag of 7 yr. As a result, (c),(d) total buoyancy-driven

AMOC25N uncertainty is small at short lags, increasing almost monotonically as a longer forcing history is taken into account.
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For all reanalyses, seasonality in the heat-flux-driven

AMOC25N is most notable (Fig. 6c). For almost all lags

considered, the largest-amplitude monthly anomalies in

the heat-flux-driven AMOC25N occur as a result of flux

anomalies during February; the smallest heat-flux-

driven AMOC25N anomalies occur as a result of flux

anomalies during July. For lags of around 7 and 13 yr,

seasonality in the AMOC25N sensitivity to surface heat

fluxes is largest and the AMOC25N response shown in

Fig. 6c can differ by up to 0.35 Sv, depending on whether

the heat flux anomalies occurred in early spring or

during summer of the same year. Seasonality in the

potency of surface freshwater fluxes has an amplitude

that is an order of magnitude smaller than the season-

ality in the potency of the surface heat fluxes, but has the

same timing (Figs. 6d), as a result of the similar sensi-

tivity of AMOC25N to changes in surface freshwater and

heat (Pillar et al. 2016).

For all reanalyses, the seasonality of the instantaneous

AMOC25N response to wind stress has the same timing

as the buoyancy-driven response at longer lags de-

scribed above. However, with increasing AMOC25N lag,

the seasonal potency of the surface wind stress anoma-

lies varies in a more complex manner (Figs. 6a,b). Slow

wind-driven adjustment of AMOC25N on time scales

approaching 15 yr is largely dominated by wind anom-

alies that occurred in October and November; wind

anomalies that occurred in April–July drive the

smallest-amplitude response (Figs. 6a,b).

The generation of AMOC25N spread by reanalysis

forcing uncertainty also exhibits a strong seasonality

(Figs. 3f,l,r,x). If the seasonality is set by ocean dynamics

[i.e., contained within the linear sensitivity patterns used

in Eq. (3)], as opposed to the forcing uncertainty [i.e.,

differences inDFi used inEq. (3)], we expect the transport

uncertainty to have the same seasonality as the transport

(Fig. 6). This is true for the buoyancy-forced response;

at almost all lags, the largest AMOC25N spread is gener-

ated by February heat flux uncertainties, while June–

September heat flux uncertainties have a vanishingly

small impact on AMOC25N (Fig. 7c, consistent with the

seasonal potency of the heat flux forcing described above

and shown in Fig. 6c). On average, at any lag, 17% of the

total heat-flux-driven AMOC25N spread is due to Febru-

ary heat flux uncertainties, exceeding the 13% driven by

June–September heat flux uncertainties combined.

The seasonalities of the wind-driven AMOC25N

(Figs. 6a,b) and the wind-driven AMOC25N spread

(Figs. 7a,b) are different, suggesting seasonality in the

forcing uncertainty may play a role. Let us focus on the

AMOC25N response at lag 5 0, when the wind stress

uncertainty has the largest impact onAMOC25N (Fig. 5).

Zonal-wind stress is most potent in January–February

and generates the weakest instantaneous AMOC25N

response in July–September (Fig. 6a). However, zonal-

wind stress uncertainties are most potent in September

and have the weakest impact on the instantaneous

AMOC25N response in May (Fig. 7a). On average, 11%

of the total wind-driven AMOC25N spread is due to

September wind stress uncertainties alone.

To better understand the time origins of AMOC25N

variability andAMOC25N uncertainty (ensemble spread),

we now turn to their spatial origins. By assessing where

the forcing and forcing uncertainty are most potent,

we will also be able to offer direction for targeted

reductions of forcing uncertainty to improve skill in

modeling AMOC25N, which can also be applied to

forecasting efforts.

d. Spatial origins of reanalysis uncertainty impact

We start by examining the spatial origins of

AMOC25N variability shown in Fig. 1, for the period

whenAMOC25N estimates withTlag 5 15 yr can bemade

FIG. 5. Fractional contribution of uncertainty in reanalyses of

zonal wind stress (black), meridional wind stress (green), surface

heat flux (red), and surface freshwater flux (orange), to the total

uncertainty in the modeled AMOC25N. We show the fractional

contributions to both the cumulative response to all forcing un-

certainty leading up until the AMOC25N lag shown along the x axis

(solid lines) and the response to forcing at theAMOC25N lag shown

along the x axis (dashed lines). The fractional contributions are

computed from the time-mean uncertainties shown in Fig. 4. The

time mean is computed for the period January 1994–December

2011, when an AMOC25N estimate constructed from a 15-yr re-

sponse history can be obtained from all five reanalysis members.

The key result is that zonal wind uncertainties dominate the total

externally forced AMOC25N uncertainty at lags of up to 6.5 yr

(solid black) and surface heat flux uncertainties dominate at longer

lags (solid red).
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FIG. 6. Seasonal potency of reanalyses of global (a) zonal wind stress, (b) meridional

wind stress, (c) surface heat fluxes, and (d) surface freshwater fluxes in generating

AMOC25N variations. Position along the x axis indicates the month of the year during

which the forcing occurs. For each forcing month, five reanalysis ensemble members

are shown: from left to right, JRA55 (3), ERA-INT (d), NCEPII (*), NCEPI (▪), and

20CR (1). Color indicates the lag at which AMOC25N responds to the imposed air–sea

fluxes (or equivalently, the lead time of the forcing). We consider AMOC25N lags from

1 month to 15 yr. For each reanalysis member, the AMOC25N time series over the period

common to the ensemble is considered. This common period varies with lag. For all

reanalyses the AMOC25N response at lag 5 0 can be constructed for the period January

1979–December 2011; the AMOC25N response at lag 5 15 yr can be constructed for the

period January 1994–December 2011. Position along the y axis indicates the time-mean

amplitude of the absolute AMOC25N anomaly. Consideration of the absolute AMOC25N

avoids cancellation in the time average. The key result is that the surface heat-flux-driven

AMOC25N variability in (c) is strongly seasonal; for almost all lags considered, the largest

heat-flux-driven AMOC25N occurs as a result of flux anomalies during February and the

smallest heat-flux-driven AMOC25N occurs as a result of flux anomalies during July. For all

reanalyses, the seasonality of the instantaneous AMOC25N response to wind stress has the

same timing as the buoyancy-driven response at longer lags described above, but varies in

a more complex manner with increasing lag.
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with all reanalysis products (January 1994–December

2011). To avoid cancellation between the contributions

to positive and negative AMOC25N anomalies, we map

the origins of the ensemble-mean time-integrated ab-

solute AMOC25N anomaly due to each air–sea flux in

Fig. 8.1 Significant generation of AMOC25N variability is

limited to air–sea fluxes over the Atlantic basin. Note

that the amplitude of the time-integrated AMOC25N

anomalies shown in Fig. 8 depends on the temporal

resolution (monthly) and spatial resolution (18 3 18) of

the projection [Eq. (2)] and is, therefore, somewhat

arbitrary. Both the date at which the AMOC25N anom-

aly occurs and the lead time at which it was forced are

masked by time integration, but can be deduced from

Fig. 2.

On average, AMOC25N variability is excited by zonal

wind forcing in the vicinity of 258N and throughout most

of the North Atlantic basin (Fig. 8a). Of the total time-

integrated zonal-wind-driven AMOC25N variability,

approximately one-quarter is excited by zonal winds

within 58 of 258N and one-quarter by zonal winds over

the subpolar gyre (see Fig. 8 for integral areas). South of

the equator, significant generation of AMOC25N vari-

ability is limited to the vicinity of the Agulhas retro-

flection. Reanalysis meridional wind most effectively

generates AMOC25N anomalies in the coastal wave-

guides upstream of 258N (Fig. 8b), extending along the

entire latitudinal span of the Atlantic basin for the 15-yr

FIG. 7. Seasonal potency of uncertainty in reanalyses of global (a) zonal wind stress,

(b) meridional wind stress, (c) surface heat fluxes, and (d) surface freshwater fluxes in gen-

erating uncertainty in AMOC25N. The range is computed from the reanalysis ensemble

members shown in Fig. 6. Position along the x axis indicates themonth of the year in which the

forcing uncertainty occurs. Color indicates the lag at whichAMOC25N responds to the air–sea

flux uncertainty. The key result is that the heat-flux-driven AMOC25N (Fig. 6c) and heat-flux-

driven AMOC25N uncertainty in (c) show similar seasonality. This suggests that ocean

dynamics play a dominant role in setting the timing of the AMOC25N response, as the sea-

sonality is contained within the linear sensitivity patterns. In contrast, wind-drivenAMOC25N

(Figs. 6a,b) and wind-driven AMOC25N uncertainties in (a),(b) show different seasonality,

suggesting seasonality in forcing uncertainty is important here.

1 It is important here to recall that the AMOC25N variability is

computed about the modeled seasonal cycle in AMOC25N; forcing

of the seasonal cycle in AMOC25N by the seasonal cycle in forcing

is not represented in Fig. 8.
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time scale considered here. A recent adjoint sensitivity

study by Jones et al. (2018) has highlighted wind vari-

ability over the western African shelf as an important

driver of heat content variability in the Labrador Sea.

The reader is referred to their comprehensive discussion

of the sequential adjustments connecting the western

African shelf and Labrador Sea, allowing the eastern

boundary winds to impact North Atlantic Deep Water

formation and overturning on subadvective time scales.

On average, AMOC25N variability is excited by sur-

face heat fluxes over the Gulf Stream, including the

extension region, and throughout the North Atlantic

subpolar ocean basin (Fig. 8c). Surface heat fluxes over

the subpolar gyre excite approximately one-half of the

FIG. 8. Comparison of the spatial origins of (top) externally forced AMOC25N variability with the origins of (middle) externally forced

AMOC25N uncertainty and (bottom) atmospheric forcing uncertainty. The aim is to determine whether key regions of (middle)

AMOC25N uncertainty generation are set by where the forcing is most uncertain (bottom row) or where the ocean is most sensitive to

surface forcing anomalies (inferred from top row). Reanalysis ensemble-mean AMOC25N anomalies (Sv) driven by (a) zonal wind,

(b)meridional wind, (c) surface heat fluxes, and (d) surface freshwater fluxes, integrated over the period common to all reanalysis products

shown in Fig. 1 (January 1994–December 2011). To avoid cancellation between contributions to positive and negative AMOC25N

anomalies, we map the time-integrated absolute AMOC25N for this period. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but showing the spatial origins of the

time-integrated ensemble range in AMOC25N. Grid cells contributing less than 0.1 Sv to the ensemble-mean AMOC25N in (a)–(d) or

ensemble-range in AMOC25N in (e)–(h) over the entire period (January 1994–December 2011) are masked. The masked region includes the

remainder of the global ocean (not shown). Spatial origins of the reanalysis ensemble range in absolute forcing from (i) zonal wind stress

(Nm22), (j) meridional wind stress (Nm22), (k) surface heat fluxes (Wm22), and (l) surface freshwater fluxes (m s21), integrated over the

period January 1979–December 2011. The integration period is chosen to incorporate the full forcing history entailed in the AMOC25N

calculation for January 1994–December 2011. The absolute forcing is chosen to prevent cancellation between positive and negative fluxes in

the time integral. Both of these choices enable comparison with (e)–(h). Black boxes delineate integral areas discussed in the text. Note that

the amplitude of the time integrals in all panels depends on the temporal and spatial resolutions of the model configuration, the length of the

time series considered in the integral, and the consideration of the absolute values, and is therefore somewhat arbitrary.
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total time-integrated surface heat-flux-driven AMOC25N

variability. As for the zonal wind, reanalysis surface heat

fluxes also drive significant AMOC25N variability over the

Agulhas retroflection. The AMOC25N variability gener-

ated by reanalysis surface freshwater fluxes has similar

spatial origins to that driven by surface heat fluxes, but

extends farther south to include the western equatorial

waveguides and is generally more strongly boundary

intensified in the North Atlantic (Fig. 8d). Of the total

time-integrated surface freshwater-driven AMOC25N var-

iability, approximately one-third is excited by freshwater

fluxes over the subpolar gyre and one-fifth by freshwater

fluxes in the tropical Atlantic (see Fig. 8 for integral areas).

To assess how the spatial origins of AMOC25N vari-

ability differ across the reanalysis ensemble, we plot the

ensemble range of time-integrated absolute AMOC25N

anomalies for each force in Figs. 8e–h. In general, regions

where large AMOC25N variability is generated by each

air–sea flux are also regionswhere air–sea flux uncertainty

projects onto large uncertainty (ensemble spread) in

AMOC25N, though the latter is dominated by forcing

uncertainty close to the basin boundaries. Notably, zonal-

wind uncertainty over the subpolar gyre is responsible for

one-quarter of the total uncertainty in the time-integrated

zonal-wind-driven AMOC25N. Uncertainties in heat and

freshwater fluxes over the subpolar gyre are also very

important, contributing approximately one-half and one-

third, respectively, to the ensemble spread in the associ-

ated time-integrated absoluteAMOC25N anomaly. These

fractional contributions of subpolar air–sea flux un-

certainty to total AMOC25N uncertainty are the same as

the fractional contributions of subpolar air–sea fluxes to

the total AMOC25N variability. Note that at most grid

cells, the AMOC25N spread (Figs. 8e–h) generated by

local air–sea flux uncertainty is of a similar amplitude to

the reanalysis ensemble mean estimate of AMOC25N

variability (Figs. 8a–d).

To further illustrate that the generation of AMOC25N

uncertainty is largely mediated by ocean dynamics (i.e.,

the linear sensitivity patterns) and not entirely governed

by where the air–sea flux uncertainty is largest, we map

the ensemble range of the time-integrated absolute

forcing anomaly as used in the AMOC25N variability

calculation [Eq. (2)] in Figs. 8i–l.2 The largest un-

certainties in reanalysis Atlantic wind stress are found

adjacent to the western boundary at all latitudes

(Figs. 8i,l),3 but only impact the AMOC25N estimate

north of 258N (Figs. 8e,f). Although the subpolar gyre

was shown to be an important source region for exter-

nally forced AMOC25N uncertainty, only 7% of the total

reanalysis uncertainty in Atlantic zonal wind stress is

found here (Fig. 8i).

Reanalysis uncertainty in the Atlantic surface fresh-

water flux is largest throughout the deep tropics and

along the western boundary in the South Atlantic

(Fig. 8l). Uncertainty in the tropics alone accounts for

approximately two-thirds of the total Atlantic surface

freshwater flux uncertainty (see Fig. 8l for integral area).

Only the tropical freshwater flux uncertainty in the

western equatorial waveguides has a notable impact on

AMOC25N, generating approximately one-third of the

total freshwater-flux-drivenAMOC25N ensemble spread

(Fig. 8h). Reanalysis uncertainty in freshwater fluxes

over the North Atlantic is much smaller than over the

deep tropics (Fig. 8l); freshwater flux uncertainty over

the subpolar gyre accounts for only one-tenth of the

total Atlantic surface freshwater flux uncertainty but, as

noted above, has a disproportionately large impact on

the total freshwater-flux-driven AMOC25N spread

(Fig. 8h).

Reanalysis uncertainty in Atlantic surface heat flux is

largest along the Gulf Stream and separation region and

in the subpolar basin (Fig. 8k). On decadal time scales it

has been shown that AMOC25N is sensitive to surface

buoyancy forcing throughout these regions (Czeschel

et al. 2010; Heimbach et al. 2011; Pillar et al. 2016), as-

sociated with the excitation of a thermal Rossby mode

(Huck et al. 1999; Te Raa and Dijkstra 2002). Forcing

uncertainty along this pathway generates large ensem-

ble spread in AMOC25N (Fig. 8g). Heat flux uncertainty

over the subpolar gyre accounts for one-quarter of the

total Atlantic surface heat flux uncertainty in the re-

analysis ensemble (Fig. 8k) but, as noted above, ap-

proximately one-half of the total heat-flux-driven

AMOC25N spread is generated here (Fig. 8g).

5. Refining key uncertainty targets

We now seek to consolidate our separate analyses of

the space and time origins of ensemble spread in

AMOC25N presented above and identify critical re-

ductions in air–sea flux uncertainty for improved mod-

eling of AMOC25N. We start by refining our assessment

of the key areas of wind-forcing uncertainty presented in

2This metric is chosen to facilitate comparison with the spatial

origins of AMOC25N uncertainty shown in Figs. 8e–h. Note that

since the AMOC25N calculation for the period January 1994–

December 2011 accounts for the AMOC25N response to forc-

ing at lead times of up to 15 yr [Eq. (2)], the spatial origins of

forcing uncertainty are assessed for the period January 1979–

December 2011.

3Boundary uncertainty is likely due in part to the interpolation

of ensemble members from different native grids.
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section 4d, to map only the spread generated at the key

times identified in sections 4b and 4c. In Fig. 5 we saw

that uncertainties in zonal wind forcing dominate the

AMOC25N spread at lags of 0–6.5 yr. This wind-driven

AMOC25N spread was shown to be largely a response to

concurrent zonal-wind stress uncertainty (AMOC25N

lag5 1 month; Fig. 4a). Furthermore, September zonal-

wind uncertainties appear to be most potent (Fig. 7a),

although the factors controlling this seasonality were not

explored. Following these results, we examine the time-

mean spatial origins and seasonality of ensemble spread

inAMOC25N generated by uncertainty in the concurrent

zonal winds (AMOC25N lag 5 1 month) in Figs. 9a–f.

The time-mean seasonality in zonal-wind forcing un-

certainty is shown in Figs. 9m–r. The time averages are

computed for the period common to the reanalysis en-

semble (January 1979–December 2011). We show the

linear sensitivity of AMOC25N to concurrent zonal wind

forcing [›cmonth/›tx (x, y, Tlead 5 1month)] in Figs. 9g–l.

Clearly, the generation of AMOC25N uncertainty by

the zonal-wind uncertainty is largely shaped by the lin-

ear sensitivity patterns, but the seasonality is in part set

by the forcing uncertainty. Most importantly, the largest

zonal-wind-driven spread in AMOC25N occurs during

September and is driven mainly (i) in the eastern

boundary waveguides between the equator and 128N

and (ii) throughout the western half of the basin at 258N

(Fig. 9e). Although September sensitivities are much

larger than the annual average over (i) the eastern

boundary waveguides, they are smaller than average

over (ii) the western half of the Atlantic basin at 258N

(Fig. 9k). However, in both of these regions, the zonal-

wind uncertainty is largest during September (Fig. 9q),

explaining the September occurrence of the maximum

zonal-wind-driven AMOC25N uncertainty.

In Figs. 11a and 11b we identify the reanalysis prod-

ucts providing the upper and lower bounds on the Sep-

tember zonal wind stress estimates. Dynamically potent

zonal-wind stress uncertainty along 258N, and through

the upstream coastal waveguides, is due largely to an

offset of the 20CR product from the NCEP-based and

ERA-INT estimates. Averaged over all September

months from 1979 to 2011, 20CR provides the lower

bound on the reanalyzed eastward zonal wind stress in

these regions, while the upper bound is provided by a

combination of NCEPI, NCEPII, and ERA-INT.

We now try to refine our assessment of the critical

areas in which to reduce the air–sea buoyancy flux un-

certainty. This is more challenging due to the diffuse

time origins of buoyancy-driven AMOC25N ensemble

spread, which we have shown accumulates gradually

with lag from the causal forcing uncertainty (Figs. 4c,d),

although February buoyancy flux uncertainties appear

most potent at all lags (Figs. 7c,d). To proceed, we focus

on heat flux uncertainties, which dominate the total

AMOC25N ensemble spread at lags exceeding 6.5 yr

(Fig. 5, solid red line). Furthermore, we focus on the

AMOC25N response at a lag of around 7yr, when heat

flux uncertainties are most potent (Fig. 5, dashed

red line).

In Figs. 10a–f we plot the time-mean spatial origins

and seasonality of the AMOC25N ensemble spread

generated by surface heat fluxes at AMOC25N lag 5 7–

8 yr. The time-mean seasonality in surface heat flux

uncertainty is shown in Figs. 10m–r. The time averages

are computed for the period common to the reanalysis

ensemble (January 1987–December 2011). In Figs. 10g–l

we show the linear sensitivity of AMOC25N to surface

heat forcing at a lead time of 7–8 yr. Seasonality in

AMOC25N spread and AMOC25N linear sensitivity can

be assessed by the month in which AMOC25N occurs, or

the month in which the causal forcing occurs. Since the

AMOC25N uncertainty calculation in a given year varies

more strongly with small shifts in the seasonal timing of

the forcing than with small shifts in the seasonal timing

of the AMOC25N, we assess seasonality with regard to

the month in which the causal forcing occurs in Fig. 10.

The AMOC25N spread (Figs. 10a–f) and linear sensi-

tivity (Figs. 10g–l) are shown only for the January

AMOC25N, but the qualitative information provided by

Fig. 10 does not depend on the month in which the

AMOC25N is defined.

The key result from Fig. 10 is that the largest surface

heat-flux-driven AMOC25N spread is forced in Febru-

ary, over the subpolar gyre, with isolated maxima in

uncertainty generation in the Labrador Sea and to the

south and east of Iceland (Fig. 10a). These hotspots of

uncertainty generation are collocated with locally large

sensitivities (Fig. 10g) over convectively active regions

in the model (not shown) and consistent with published

results highlighting the importance of initializing Lab-

rador Sea Water anomalies for skillful forecasting of

AMOC on decadal time scales (Yeager et al. 2012;

Msadek et al. 2014; Yeager et al. 2015). The timing is due

both to seasonally larger-amplitude sensitivities in these

regions (Fig. 10g) and the occurrence of the maximum

uncertainty in high-latitude surface heat fluxes in Feb-

ruary (Fig. 10m). This timing also appears physically

reasonable as it slightly precedes the onset of Labrador

Sea convection in both observations (Lilly et al. 1999)

and our model. It is also consistent with recent work by

Jones et al. (2018), showing that Labrador Sea heat

content is most sensitive to surface heat fluxes occurring

1 month before the mixed layer depth maximum. As

explained by Jones et al. (2018), heat flux anomalies

slightly preceding convective adjustment have the
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FIG. 9. Comparison of seasonality in (left) AMOC25N uncertainty (Sv) generated by concurrent zonal-

wind uncertainty, (middle) AMOC25N linear sensitivity to concurrent zonal winds [Sv (Nm22)21], and

(right) reanalysis zonal-wind uncertainty (Nm22). The aim is to determine whether seasonality in (left)

wind-driven AMOC25N uncertainty generation is set by (right) when the wind forcing is most uncertain or

(middle) when the ocean is most sensitive to wind forcing anomalies. In each column we show 6 of the

12 months of the year and focus on the North Atlantic, where wind-driven AMOC25N uncertainty is largest

(Fig. 8e). In the left and right columns the time-mean seasonality is shown, computed for the period common

to the reanalysis ensemble. For example, in (a) we compute the ensemble range of the January AMOC25N

driven by concurrent (January) zonal winds, for all January months between 1979 and 2011, then plot the

average range; in (m) we compute the ensemble range of reanalysis zonal winds in January, for all Januaries

between 1979 and 2011, then plot the average range. The seasonal cycle in sensitivity is relatively small

compared to the annual mean sensitivity, but is nevertheless important in setting the seasonality of the

AMOC25N uncertainty. For this reason, we plot the monthly sensitivity anomaly in the middle column, to

highlight the seasonal maxima (positive values, shaded red to purple). The monthly sensitivity anomaly

(shaded) is defined as the absolute monthly sensitivity [contoured in black with an interval of 0.2 Sv

(Nm22)21] differenced from the absolute annual-mean sensitivity. In (g)–(l) note that the sign indicates

whether the absolute amplitude of the monthly sensitivity is larger (positive values) or smaller (negative

values) than the absolute annual mean. It is important to stress that it does not indicate whether AMOC25N

will strengthen or weaken in response to a local change in zonal-wind stress.
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largest impact on local ocean heat content as they are

mixed over the largest vertical extent of the

water column.

In Figs. 11c and 11d we identify the reanalysis prod-

ucts providing the maximum and minimum February

surface heat flux estimates, averaged over the years

1979–2011. Dynamically potent heat flux uncertainty in

the Labrador Sea is largely due to differences between

ERA-INT and NCEPII. On average, ERA-INT and

NCEPII provide the upper and lower bounds, re-

spectively, on the reanalyzed estimates of upward heat

flux over the Labrador Sea.

It is important to note here that the modeled response

to high-latitude surface buoyancy changes may be par-

ticularly susceptible to corruption by the restoring of sea

surface temperature and salinity (Y. Kostov 2018, per-

sonal communication). Due to the strong sensitivity of

seawater density to small perturbations in salinity at low

temperatures, evaporative feedbacks can quickly com-

pensate for heat-flux-induced surface density changes at

high latitude. Ongoing work highlights that this com-

pensation is strongly seasonal (due to mixed layer depth

seasonality) and acutely sensitive to surface restoring

(Y. Kostov et al. 2018, unpublished manuscript). This

delicate interplay between surface heat and freshwater

fluxes, mixed layer depth, and surface restoring is highly

nonlinear and unlikely to be well represented in our

experiment configuration (Y. Kostov 2018, personal

communication), remaining an important topic for fur-

ther research.

Finally, we note that what we describe as ‘‘wind

driven’’ AMOC25N uncertainty accounts only for the

impact of uncertain air–seamomentum fluxes. In reality,

wind uncertainty contributes to the ‘‘buoyancy driven’’

AMOC25N uncertainty, through the dependence of

evaporation and surface heat fluxes on wind speed. We

are not able to assess this contribution with our current

experiment design. Valuable insights into this issue will

be offered in an upcoming study (Smith and Heimbach

2018, manuscript submitted to J. Climate), in which re-

cent variability in theAMOCat 348S is attributed to past

changes in atmospheric forcing. This adjoint-based at-

tribution study uses an observationally constrained

model forced by bulk formulas. The authors are there-

fore able to quantify the sensitivity of theAMOCat 348S

to uncertainty in the individual atmospheric state vari-

ables (wind speed, humidity, etc.) used in the bulk

formulas.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Atmospheric reanalyses are commonly used to pro-

vide air–sea fluxes of buoyancy and momentum to drive

OGCMs. Although independent reanalyses assimilate

many of the same observational datasets, notable dis-

crepancies exist between products. These have been

well documented in the scientific literature. The impact

of these discrepancies on the simulated ocean state has

received less attention to date. In this study, we have

explored the impact of reanalysis air–sea flux un-

certainty—applied over a 15-yr period—on the simu-

lated ocean state. We have focused on variability

in Atlantic meridional overturning circulation about

the mean seasonal cycle at 258N (AMOC25N). This is a

natural extension of our earlier study (Pillar et al. 2016),

in which we present model-based linear sensitivities

of AMOC25N to air–sea fluxes at lead times of up to

15 yr and discuss the adjustment mechanisms revealed

in the temporal and spatial evolution of the sensitivity

patterns.

Here, we have projected forcing anomalies from five

atmospheric reanalysis products onto the linear sensi-

tivity patterns to construct five time series of AMOC25N

anomalies. Throughout most of the paper, we have fo-

cused on the period January 1994–December 2011,

where an AMOC25N estimate constructed using a 15-yr

forcing history was available at the time of our in-

vestigation for all five reanalyses. By differencing

AMOC25N variability estimates across the ensemble, we

are able to make separate quantitative assessments of

the uncertainty in AMOC25N that originates from un-

certainty in reanalysis zonal wind stress, meridional

wind stress, surface heat fluxes, and surface freshwater

fluxes. Furthermore, our approach has allowed us to

explore where and when atmospheric forcing un-

certainty generates the largest uncertainty (ensemble

spread) in AMOC25N.

Our ensemble of AMOC25N estimates shows good

qualitative agreement, notably in the timing of high-

amplitude zonal-wind-driven AMOC25N anomalies

and apparent low-frequency trends driven by sur-

face buoyancy forcing (Fig. 1). However, the ensem-

ble spread in AMOC25N induced by prior air–sea flux

uncertainty can exceed 4 Sv within 15 yr, at times ex-

ceeding the amplitude of the ensemble-mean AMOC25N

anomaly (Fig. 2). On average, this spread increases

monotonically with time; after a 15-yr period, the

AMOC25N spread induced by uncertainty in the zonal

wind, meridional wind, surface heat flux, and surface

freshwater flux is 0.8, 0.5, 2.2, and 0.8Sv, respectively

(Fig. 4). However, there is a notable difference in the

evolution of the wind and buoyancy-induced ensem-

ble spread. Whereas the former is dominated by a rapid

AMOC25N adjustment to local wind uncertainties at

short lead, and becomes less important with increasing

AMOC25N lag, the latter is dominated by slowAMOC25N
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FIG. 10. Comparison of seasonality in (left) JanuaryAMOC25N uncertainty (Sv) generated by surface heat flux uncertainty at a lead time

of 7 yr1mmonths, (middle) AMOC25N absolute linear sensitivity to surface heat fluxes at a lead time of 7 yr1mmonths Sv (Wm22)21,

and (right) reanalysis surface heat flux uncertainty in the indicated month (Wm22). In the left and middle columns the corresponding

month of the causal forcing is given in brackets. The aim is to determine whether seasonality in heat-flux-driven AMOC25N uncertainty

(left column) is set by when the heat forcing is most uncertain (right column) or when the ocean is most sensitive to heat flux anomalies

(middle column). In each column we show 6 of the 12 months of the year and focus on the high-latitude North Atlantic, where heat-flux-

driven AMOC25N uncertainty is largest. In the left and right columns the time-mean seasonality is shown, computed for the period

common to the reanalysis ensemble. For example, in (a) we compute the ensemble range of the January AMOC25N driven by February

surface heat fluxes at a lead time of 8 yr, for all January months between 1985 and 2011, then plot the average range. In (g) we plot the

sensitivity of the January AMOC25N to the February surface heat flux 8 yr earlier [›c Jan/ ›Q(x, y, Tlead)5 8 yr]. In (m) we compute the

ensemble range of reanalysis surface heat flux in February, for all February months between 1979 and 2011, then plot the average range.
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adjustment to surface heat flux uncertainty over the

subpolar latitudes and becomes increasingly important

with AMOC25N lag (Fig. 4). A key result is that, on

average, AMOC25N uncertainty is dominated by un-

certainty in the zonal wind at lags of up to 6.5 yr, and by

uncertainty in surface heat fluxes thereafter (Fig. 5).

Furthermore, although Atlantic zonal-wind stress un-

certainties are largest along the western boundary and

throughout the North Atlantic subpolar gyre (Fig. 8i),

they are most potent in the vicinity of 258N (Fig. 9).

Atlantic surface heat flux uncertainties are largest

along the Gulf Stream and throughout the subpolar

ocean (Fig. 8k), but are most potent in the Labrador

Sea (Fig. 10).

Our study is limited in that we are only able to consider a

15-yr-long AMOC25N response history using the adjoint.

On longer time scales, air–sea flux uncertainties would

continue to impact our AMOC25N estimate (Figs. 4a–d)

through slower advective teleconnections (e.g., Thomas

et al. 2015) and it is possible that remote uncertainties, for

example, in air–sea fluxes over the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current, could become more important (e.g., Nikurashin

and Vallis 2012). Furthermore, we neglect the impact of

systematic offsets between the reanalysis products in our

estimation of externally forced AMOC25N uncertainty.

This omission occurs because the forcing anomaly for any

product, i, is computed about the climatological seasonal

cycle in that same product [Eq. (1)]. Since product differ-

ences in seasonal climatology (e.g.,Fsc
ERA-INT 2Fsc

NCEPII) are

substantial, a rigorous investigation of the resulting un-

certainty in AMOC25N is an important avenue for future

research.

An additional caveat of our study is the use of

smoothed forcing: both 1) the climatological forcing

FIG. 11. Reanalysis product providing the (a),(c) maximum and (b),(d) minimum estimated (a),(b) September

zonal wind stress and (c),(d) February surface heat flux, on average, during the period 1979–2011. We show only

those regions where significant AMOC25N uncertainty is generated by uncertainty in the zonal wind [(a),(b)] and

surface heat flux [(c,d)], for direct comparison with Figs. 9e and 10a, respectively. For example, heat-flux-driven

uncertainty in AMOC25N is largely influenced by heat-flux uncertainty over the Labrador Sea in February (Figs. 7c

and 10a). Uncertainty in the surface heat fluxes is substantial here (Fig. 10m), due mainly to differences between

ERA-INT and NCEPII [(c),(d)]. On average, ERA-INT and NCEPII provide the upper and lower bounds, re-

spectively, on the reanalysis estimates of upward heat flux over the Labrador Sea in February. Note that for a small

selection of grid cells, the same product provides both the time-mean (modal) upper and lower bounds on the

forcing estimate [e.g., NCEPII, Labrador Sea in (c),(d)].
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used in the spinup integration and 2) the forcing

anomalies projected onto the linear sensitivities are

monthly values. High-frequency atmospheric variabil-

ity, not included in our model, is thought to play a crit-

ical role in ocean convective variability (e.g., Pickart

et al. 2008; Våge et al. 2009). Here, we have identified

Labrador Sea heat flux uncertainty as an important

driver of AMOC25N uncertainty, but should validate

this result in future work, using a model with a better

representation of synoptic air–sea flux variations (e.g.,

Jones et al. 2018; Smith and Heimbach 2018, manuscript

submitted to J. Climate).

Our results are also subject to any deficiencies in the

OGCM, leading to a misrepresentation of the AMOC25N

adjustment to air–sea fluxes. Importantly, the strongest

response of AMOC25N to uncertainties over the North

Atlantic subpolar gyre is set by the principal convecting

regions and dominant time scale of internal variability in

the model (Delworth and Zeng 2016). These vary signifi-

cantly from model to model (Zhang and Wang 2013;

MacMartin et al. 2013; Branstator and Teng 2012), due to

biases in themean state (e.g.,Drews andGreatbatch 2016),

insufficient model resolution (Marshall and Johnson 2013;

Thomas and Zhai 2013; Shaffrey et al. 2017), uncertain

model parameterizations (Farneti and Vallis 2011; Yeager

and Danabasoglu 2012; Danabasoglu et al. 2012), and the

restoration of temperature and salinity (Latif et al. 2006;

Behrens et al. 2013; Zhai et al. 2014). Lacking sufficiently

long observational time series and consensus on the re-

sponsible mechanisms (Buckley and Marshall 2016), it

remains a challenge to assess model reliability in simulat-

ing low-frequency AMOC variability, highlighting the

importance of sustaining continuous observations of North

Atlantic overturning and deepwater formation [e.g., at the

RAPID and Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic

Program (OSNAP) arrays; see McCarthy et al. (2015) and

Lozier et al. (2017), respectively]. Restoration of sea sur-

face temperature and salinity may also impact the sea-

sonality of the sensitivity (Y. Kostov 2018, personal

communication) and alter the seasonal potency of the re-

analysis uncertainty discussed in section 4c. Finally, we

note that due to the strong sensitivity of AMOC25N to

density variations at the east and west boundaries, our

results may be sensitive to the chosen method of in-

terpolating the atmospheric reanalyses onto the ocean

model grid.

Despite these limitations, the time scales and regions

of externally forced AMOC25N uncertainty appear

plausible in bearing many similarities to time scales and

regions of externally forced AMOC variability in the

scientific literature. In particular, the dominance of

subpolar heat fluxes in driving decadal North Atlantic

overturning variability is in agreement with published

studies exploring the AMOC response to the North

Atlantic Oscillation, using idealized (Zhai et al. 2014),

geographically realistic (Böning 2006; Biastoch et al.

2008; Yeager and Danabasoglu 2014), and fully coupled

(Delworth et al. 2016) nonlinear models. The critical

importance of local heat flux forcing over the deep

convection regions is consistent with AMOC estimates

presented by Yeager and Danabasoglu (2014), who

show that variations in air–sea buoyancy exchange over

the Labrador Sea interior alone drive almost all decadal

variability in the modeled AMOC from 1958 to 2007.

We find that uncertainty in reanalyzed surface mo-

mentum and buoyancy fluxes can produce net un-

certainties as large as ;5 Sv in the modeled AMOC25N.

For the time period considered, the time-averaged ex-

ternally forced AMOC25N uncertainty is ;2 Sv. Recall-

ing once again that our buoyancy-driven AMOC25N

estimates do not converge as we increase the time win-

dow over which we perform the convolution, we stress

that the amplitude of AMOC25N uncertainty reported

here may continue to change, and may even decrease,

when accounting for the AMOC25N response over a

longer time window.

Interestingly, however, our estimates are consistent

with the existing estimates of atmosphere-forced AMOC

uncertainty (Brodeau et al. 2010; He et al. 2016), dis-

cussed in section 2. Most importantly, the amplitude of

the externally forced AMOC25N uncertainty presented

here is comparable to the AMOC uncertainty in the

COREv2-forced hindcasts (Danabasoglu et al. 2016),

where the ensemble of AMOC estimates exhibits a

time-mean standard deviation of ;3 Sv about the en-

semble mean. Since these hindcasts share a common

atmospheric forcing history, AMOC divergence across

the ensemble is due to model differences alone. Re-

cently, Huber and Zanna (2017) have demonstrated air–

sea flux uncertainty is at least as important as parameter

uncertainty in driving divergence in the steady-state

AMOC in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

phase 5. Our results give further support to their claim that

atmospheric forcing uncertainty is a key source of ocean

uncertainty in climate models and hence a key area to

target now for improved skill in future climate prediction.
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